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1 INTRODUCTION
This document, with the associated spreadsheet, is intended to provide a market gap analysis for

South London in the regional and national context of the UK. This will inform Parity Projects'
business model and possible financing plans to be developed through the INNOVATE project.

Parity Projects is an independent company with the aim of reducing energy use in existing
housing. Parity is not linked to any specific municipality area, but has partnerships with various

municipalities through its work. This analysis is directed at an area covered by four South London
boroughs within a national and regional context. These boroughs previously worked together on
an energy efficiency project with Parity, and are likely to continue this work with an investment in

a follow up project. However, this future project is not fully confirmed, and because of funding
constraints we cannot necessarily rely on political support from all four boroughs.

However, we expect the analysis to provide conclusions that can be more widely applied in
London, and in the UK in general. Outer London housing and demographics are relatively uniform

across the region, and the policy context is largely national. We therefore expect the conclusions
in terms of target homes, stakeholders, existing support services, finance and the supply chain to
inform a business case that will be applicable beyond the analysis area of four boroughs.
Figure 1 overleaf provides a summary of this document.
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Figure 1: document summary
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2 THE CURRENT STATE
In this section we have segmented the market using the excel template provided. The aim of this

section has been to identify and describe the specific segments we aim to focus on in our territory
in South London.

Tab 1 “PROFILES” of the excel file includes a range of characteristics in 4 main sub-categories:
●

housing characteristics

●

owner characteristics

●

professional building supply characteristics

●

financing supply characteristics

Most of the characteristics have been completed in the attached excel spreadsheet, but a number
of characteristics do not lend themselves to simple numerical answers. These characteristics
have been addressed in the first subsection '2.1 Profiles'. We then continue in section '2.1

Interpretation of segmentation' with an analysis of the collected information to draw conclusions
relevant to the scope of our project from the profiling characteristics.

2.1
2.1.1

Interpretation of segmentation
Building Stock Characteristics

In the target South London boroughs, houses are a clear majority of the housing stock.

Figure 2: repartition between individual houses and condominiums (Census 2011)

Most homes were built before 1945 (about 60%), with about 51% of homes with solid brick walls.
Most of the remaining homes are of cavity wall construction, with 25% of homes built before

1981 meaning that cavity wall insulation is a cost-effective measure. Most homes have pitched
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roofs (about 70%), noting that most condominiums have another dwelling above, and that only a
few flat roofs are present (about 5%).

An analysis of the Energy Performance Certificate scores of individual dwellings (Figure 3) shows

considerable variety in energy performance in the area, with more than 20% of homes scoring B or
above, and around 55% of homes scoring D and below. Noting that all new homes require an EPC,

we expect that A and B rated homes are over-represented. This indicates considerable potential
for improvement.

Figure 3: level of energy performance of the housing buildings stock (from raw EPC data, DCLG)

Analysis of the main heating fuel indicates that mains gas is the predominant heating fuel (84% of
homes) with most of the remaining homes heated by electricity (this is largely off-peak storage
heating).

Information about house prices supports the well known fact that the price of housing in London
is well above the national average, and this is supported to some extent by the data about price

per square metre, noting that this is not a common metric used in the UK, and data in this format
is scarce.
Equally, it is not unexpected that 100% of the target boroughs are classified by the Office for

National Statistics as 'Urban major conurbation' in their urban rural classification. This is their
most urban classification.
Conservation areas are areas of historical value where certain measures are not permitted to the
external facade. Conservation areas are distributed across the four boroughs, but we estimate
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that they only cover around 6% of homes (noting that we have access to maps of conservation
areas, but we do not have access to data that allows us to tell how many homes are in each
conservation area).
Information from national grant schemes indicates that at least 0.86% of homes have renewable

(~0.15% of homes) or insulation measures (~0.71%) installed each year since about 2014. This
appears to be lower than the national picture, where about 1.7% of homes have had insulation
measures installed per year over the same time period.
2.1.2

Owner Characteristics

Householders in the four boroughs have an average income over the national average. Of the four
boroughs, Croydon appears to be less wealthy, and is only just above the national average. The

other three boroughs have an average income comparable with London as a whole, and
significantly above the national average. There is a fair distribution of levels of wealth, and this is

apparent even at the level of average household income per LSOA (an LSOA is a statistical
designation of around 500 homes).

The national fuel poverty indicator provides estimates of fuel poverty at small area level using a
statistical method. This indicator estimates that 9.4% of residents of the four boroughs are fuel
poor, as compared to the national estimate of 10.4%.

Owner occupiers are prevalent: about 26% of residents own their homes outright, and a further
37% have an active mortgage or shared ownership arrangement (noting that shared ownership is

not a common model in the UK) making about 63% in total. Most owned homes are houses: about
80% of owner occupied homes are houses.

Privately rented homes are the second most prevalent tenure, with about 22% of homes in this
category. Most privately rented homes are flats.
The remaining 15% of homes are social rented.
The household composition is varied, with no household type prevalent as shown in Figure 4
below.
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Figure 4: household composition (Census 2011)

The age distribution shows that there are slightly fewer 18-25 year olds per year than other age

groups (perhaps because there are no large universities in the area), but this distinction is not
especially marked.
2.1.2.1

Technical knowledge level

We were unable to find any surveys regarding technical knowledge level of residents, but we can

comment based on our experience of the sector. The level of technical knowledge depends on the
specific technology involved, with some technologies well established, and others remaining
relatively obscure.

Decades of marketing has resulted in good knowledge of multiple glazing, and loft insulation.
Double glazing is widely regarded as a very important energy saving measure, despite its

relatively long payback period and moderate impact. Loft insulation is extremely widely adopted,
although knowledge of the recommended level of insulation is lower.
Cavity wall insulation has very good market penetration and is close to ubiquitous in social
housing, although a large number of unfilled cavities remain, especially . Stories related to risks
and ineffectiveness of this measure are widespread as a result of a long term campaign by a
newspaper journalist.

Heating is less well understood, although regulation has driven a large take up of efficient
condensing boilers. Knowledge of the expense of electric secondary heating is less well known,

and technologies such as flue gas heat recovery, weather compensation and waste water heat
recovery are almost unknown.
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Solar PV is well known as a measure, probably as a result of the initial generous subsidies, and
the high visibility of the measure. The price is coming down significantly and the payback remains
sufficiently short that the market remains fairly viable.
Although there are various sources of information available online (such as the Energy Saving

Trust) it is difficult to access high quality and interactive advice (e.g. 'What do I need to do to my
home), and the purchasing decision
2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Professional building supply characteristics
How many building contractors do work on EE refurbishments projects ?

No information has been collected about the extent to which building contractors do work on
energy efficiency projects. The very large majority of building contractors do not do work on

energy efficiency projects, which are usually done by specialist contractors. Again, no information
has been collected about the number of these specialist installers.

A large proportion of residential building work is delivered by micro enterprises and small traders.
Working on residential property is the main focus of around 45% of small firms in the construction
industry (ONS 2014).
2.1.3.2

How is characterized this market ?

This work is generally done by specialist contractors who have often investigated in specialist
equipment or accreditation. Examples include heating engineers, cavity wall insulation installers,
external wall insulation installers, and glazing installers. Again, no information is available about

the size of this market, although there have been a number of high profile closures following

cutbacks in grant schemes over the last 7 years following the elections of more right wing
governments in the UK.

Most energy efficiency contractors are micro businesses, including a number of once larger

businesses that have been forced to scale back operations. Anecdotally these businesses
continue to struggle, and the sector is dwindling.
2.1.3.3

What is the proportion of global EE refurbishments project in their sales
turnover ? How ambitious are these projects ?

Energy efficiency projects are not usually part of a property sale, and no statistics are collected
about these type of projects. Based on our general knowledge, in the UK mortgages are often
extended to include redecoration, extensions, and installation of central heating. There have been
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studies, but the evidence remains at best inconclusive that homes with higher EPC ratings have
higher property prices.

We cite that 'The flurry of refurbishment that often accompanies moving into a new home is a

potential key point for intervention, although the best way to realise that opportunity through the
contractors who come into a home to undertake those tasks has not been fully mapped out'
(Energy Savings Trust 2011).

What are the difficulties faced by the buildings contractors ?

2.1.3.4

Building contractors face a variety of difficulties (e.g. cash flow, regulation, etc), but few of these
are likely to be relevant to energy efficiency.
They key issue regarding energy efficiency works in recent years has been the lack of consistency

in provision of householder incentives by the government, with incentives typically removed at
short notice. That this issue is the key issue is evidenced by the boom and bust nature of the

industry. This has made it hard for companies to build sustainable business plans. To address this
problem, either the government needs to announce and maintain a long term strategy (difficult to
influence) or we need to build a sustainable and resilient market for energy efficiency.
To address this section we have referenced a 2015 report called 'Installer Power: The key to
unlocking low carbon retrofit in private housing' By C Maby and A Owen.

In addition to a variety of recommendations about consistency for government, this report
identifies that:
●

Homeowner demand for energy improvements is key, and needs to be driven by good
quality advice

●

the industry is comprised largely of small companies

●

most small building contractors work very locally

●

the fragmented nature of both the industry and its direct customers makes it a
particularly difficult area to reach for national policy makers

●

Builders as well as homeowners would benefit from access to expert, independent
and practical advice from a trusted source, at all stages of the process of getting
building works done.

●

There is also a need for accessible information for tradespeople and homeowners
about how to avoid risks and potential problems that may arise in relation to retrofit,
such as loft access and damp.
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2.1.4
2.1.4.1

financing supply characteristics
What is the state of the art of funding offers for EE refurbishment of
private residential buildings?

In the UK there are a number of grants available at national level. Most of these are supplied by

energy suppliers via installers (ECO). In addition there is a much reduced Feed in Tariff (FiT) for
renewable technologies, and a Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) for new and renewable
technologies that produce heat.

In London there is additional funding available from Local Authorities through their Carbon Offset
funding, paid for by developers of new housing who are unable to meet their emission targets.
The Greater London Authority (GLA) also provides funding for low income households from time
to time on when they have funding available.
More information is provided in the following sections.

2.1.4.2 What are the grants for low-income households ?
ECO includes a provision for low income households called HHCRO. This comprises an enhanced
obligation for energy suppliers to install a certain proportion of their energy efficiency

commitment to households in receipt of certain benefits. This funding does not fully fund
measures in all cases.

Carbon Offset funding, paid for by developers of new housing in London who are unable to meet
their emission targets, can be spent as specified by the particular London Local Authority. We are

working with a number of Local Authorities with the aim of aligning this funding most effectively
with ECO and HHCRO funding.
The 'Warm and Healthy Homes' fund is funded by fines levied on suppliers who have failed to
reach their energy saving commitments. This is administered by Energy Saving Trust and can
provide up to £4000 per dwelling for households in receipt of certain benefits.
The Greater London Authority (GLA) also provides funding for low income households from time

to time on when they have funding available. They are currently planning a new round of funding,
but this is still in development and details are yet to emerge.
2.1.4.3

What are the tax incentives?

5% VAT is charged on selected energy saving products such as insulation (see
https://www.gov.uk/tax-on-shopping/energy-saving-products). Apart from this no tax incentives
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currently exist for domestic energy saving measures (apart from a legacy Landlord's Energy
Saving Allowance which only applies for expenditure before 5 April 2015).
2.1.4.4

What are the regional and local incentives?

As above:
Carbon Offset funding, paid for by developers of new housing in London who are unable to meet
their emission targets, can be spent as specified by the particular London Local Authority. We are

working with a number of Local Authorities with the aim of aligning this funding most effectively
with ECO and HHCRO funding.

The Greater London Authority (GLA) also provides funding for low income households from time
to time on when they have funding available. They are currently planning a new round of funding,
but this is still in development and details are yet to emerge.
2.1.4.5

Are there some special types of loans created by the State ?

The Green Deal is a scheme that was launched in 2012 to provide 'pay as you save' loans to allow
householders to invest in energy saving improvement for their homes. The scheme required an
initial survey at cost to the householder (~£150) to evaluate which measures would meet a

'golden rule' of paying for themselves within the measure lifetime, or 25 years, whichever was
shorter. Green Deal loans are repaid at a rate of 6-8% through the electricity bills, and were
therefore linked to the home rather than the resident.

The scheme was widely regarded as a failure. Although the government set no formal targets for

the scheme, a very small proportion of green deal surveys converted into measures, and only a
few homes installed measures (well short of the '10,000' measures mentioned by a minister in an
interview). The scheme has since been dogged by accusations of mis-selling
The scheme was widely criticised for a variety of reasons including:
●
●

high interest rates, notably higher than rates available from high street lenders

mortgageability questions, particularly it is unclear how an existing green deal loan will
affect the sale prices of these homes

●

perceived complexity of the scheme

●

the scheme will do nothing to address fuel poverty, despite having replaced a previous
'Warmfront' fuel poverty grant scheme

Various evaluations of the Green Deal have been conducted. Key messages from these
evaluations include that:
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●

the financing and assessment processes of the scheme were identified as significant
barriers to uptake (Willey 2013, Marchand et al 2015)

●

Investigating how homeowners experienced the required Green Deal Assessments

provided data to help understand how they evaluated retrofit opportunities – indicating
that energy efficiency measures were accepted as part of wider home improvements,

rather than valued in isolation (Pettifor et al 2015). The majority of renovation still
happens on a home by home or even a room by room basis, over extended periods of time
(Fawcett 2013)
●

Investigating how the Green Deal Assessment was actually carried out revealed huge
variations in the recommendations made by different assessors on the same property
(DECC 2014b).

The scheme remains active, although less than 10 installations were done through the scheme
last year.

The scheme is due to be re-launched by a private company who has bought the green deal bank.
Although they have secured considerable investment, it is unclear whether they have made
changes to the scheme which are likely to result in it enjoying more success than the original
scheme. The interest rates are expected to be similar to the rates of the original scheme.

2.1.5

Additional Points

Key points not addressed by the points in the market analysis above:
●

UK housing stock is old and inefficient, with a wealth of architectural detail, and regional
and local variation in design and materials. Future-proofing it requires a complex mix of
measures, and effective integration of retrofit technologies into existing buildings and
building services.

●

This technology may be difficult to purchase. The advice that is available is not well suited
to guiding householders through the (currently) complex journey of engaging suitable
contractors and specifying suitable works.

●

A variety of trigger points for energy saving measures exist. Notable among these is initial
purchase of a house. Providers of energy efficiency advice typically are not engaging with
these trigger points.

●

energy efficiency measures are accepted as part of wider home improvements, rather
than valued in isolation (Pettifor et al 2015).
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Conclusions

2.2

We have added key conclusions for this section in the form of bullet points:
●

The housing in the region is predominantly houses rather than condominium dwellings,
and this is especially the case for owner occupied homes.

●

There are a wide variety of energy interventions possible, noting that there are a large
proportion of older homes with solid brick walls.

●
●

Historic preservation protections are not likely to be a significant barrier.

Energy measures appear to be installed at a lower rate in the four boroughs than the
national average.

●

A variety of household types are represented.

●

The area is wealthier than the national average, although the incidence of fuel poverty is
only slightly lower. Housing is expensive.

●

Most homes are owned by their occupiers, and houses are particularly predominant in this
group.

●

The sales data indicates that homes are sold on average every 30-40 years.

●

The technical knowledge level of residents is moderate, but we suspect that this is not the

key barrier. Energy measures have to compete with other sorts of improvements for
investment, and many energy measures are not straightforward to purchase. Grant

funding is provided non-transparently through the installer, and different sources of

funding are not well aligned. The lack of 'one-stop-shop' advice to installation services,
and failure to engage energy measures with life events (such as home purchase) are
notable.
●

Installers tend to be small companies who work locally. The industry is fragmented, and is

not good at providing integrated energy advice. Homeowner demand for energy
improvements is key to this sector, and needs to be driven by good quality advice
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3 IDENTIFY THE MARKET FAILURE: THE
GAP

In this section we focus on the concrete elements that condition our action under INNOVATE. This has
been done by analysis of the barriers and drivers in the four boroughs. This analysis is detailed in the
'BARRIERS & DRIVERS' tab of the associated spreadsheet.

3.1

Interpretation of barriers and drivers

We have completed a matrix of barriers and drivers in the attached spreadsheet. We have then

analysed these in order to identify a number of nodes of market failure. These nodes are listed

below, and the matrix has been annotated with these nodes. Our analysis indicates that Nodes 1
and 3 are the key nodes.
Node 1: householder knowledge and priority - KEY NODE
Gaps: householders are not aware of measures
householders not aware of available funding
householders not aware of likely savings

householders will have competing priorities (e.g. new car, extension)
measures not a high priority for householders

measures are not highlighted at trigger points (e.g. new house, alterations, inheritance)
momentum is not maintained when one measure is installed

there is very limited incentive for landlords or tenants to invest
measures are thought to be disruptive and inconvenient

energy performance not valued sufficiently (e.g. EPC rating)
Node 2: feasibility of installation
Gaps: measures are disruptive and inconvenient
measures cannot be installed (e.g. planning restrictions)
Node 3: ease of finding trustworthy installers - KEY NODE
Gaps: householders do not know what to ask for, do not know how much to budget
householders think it will be difficult to find capable installers

installers are not able to provide simple 'plug and play' service
householders not aware of available grant funding

low interest finance not available as for competing measures (e.g. cars, windows, etc.)
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Node 4: assurance of outcome
Gaps: third party assurance/recommendation of installers
quality assurance of the installation process
Node 5: cost of installation
Gaps: information about and alignment of available grants

availability of finance (energy measure installers do not typically offer finance)
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The analysis of these nodes is summarised in Table 1 below, which is based on the 'BARRIERS &
DRIVERS' tab of the associated spreadsheet.
CATEGORIE

SUB-

Node

1:

S

CATEGORIES

household
knowledge

er

and priority
Technical
drivers

&

URGENCY

FOR

RENOVATION

Node

Node

3:

Node 4:

Node

5:

feasibility

ease

of

assuranc

cost

of

installatio

trustworth

outcome

n

of
n

2:

finding

e

of

installatio

y installers

Y

barriers
AVAILABILITY OF
TAILOR-MADE
STEPWISE

APPROACH FOR

Y

RENOVATION

INCONVENIENCE
S AND DEFECTS
INCONVENIENCE

LINKED TO THE
RENOVATION

Y

Y

Y

TECHNICAL

POSSIBILITIES
HISTORICAL

Y

VALUE

ENERGY

PERFORMANCE
AGE

HOUSE

OF

Y

THE

QUALITY

Y

ASSURANCE
Financial
drivers

barriers

&

AVAILABILITY OF
FINANCIAL

Y

POSSIBILITIES
TO INVEST
FEEL

ABOUT

SECURE

Y
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INVESTMENT &
SAVINGS

WILLINGNESS TO
INVEST

IN

EFFICIENCY

VS

ENERGY
COMPETING

Y

Y

Y

PRODUCTS

SUBSIDIES,
FINANCIAL

Y

Y

ENERGY BILL

Y

Y

INCENTIVES ETC.
COST

FOR

RENOVATION
RETURN

INVESTMENT

ON

VALUE OF THE
HOUSE

Y
Y
Y

SIMPLICITY

Y

Y

COMMON

UNDERSTANDIN
G
FISCAL SUPPORT
RISK-RETURN
TARGETS
USE

OF

EUROPEAN
FUNDS

ENERGY PRICES
Social

and

behavioural
drivers

barriers

&

RENOVATION
NEEDS

Y

&

INTENTIONS
DECISION
MAKING,

RELIANCE

SELF-

Y

&
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EMPOWERMENT
ADVICE

&

GUIDANCE

AWARENESS OF
ENERGY SAVING
POTENTIAL
ACCURATE,
RELIABLE

&

TAILOR-MADE

Y

Y

Y

INFORMATION
MOMENTUMS
FOR

Y

RENOVATION
(WHY NOW?)
GENERAL

KNOWLEDGE

Y

LEVEL

NEIGHBOURHOO
D

ACTION,

GROUP ACTION

Y

AVAILABILITY OF
TIME

TO

MANAGE

Y

RENOVATION

Y

Y

PROJECT
VALUES (IDEAS)
&

ATTITUDES

TOWARDS

ENVIRONMENTA
L

ISSUES,

Y

SUSTAINABILITY
AND CLIMATE
ENERGY

USE

PATTERNS
EXPECTED
OWN

HOUSE

TO

THE

Y
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TECHNICAL

KNOWLEDGE

Y

LEVEL
Context
drivers

barriers

&

SPLIT INCENTIVE
BARRIER

LEGISLATION
POLICY

&

Y

Y

MULTI-

STAKEHOLDER
ISSUES

BUILDING
SECTOR

READINESS

Y

Y

Table 1: summary of nodes of market failure identified from analysis of barriers and drivers of domestic energy
measures
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4 STEP 4 HOW THE GAP SHOULD BE
FILLED

In previous sections we have provided an aggregation of profile and barriers / drivers information
to define a market gap. In this section we have proposed how the gap should be filled.

4.1

Interpretation of the gap filled

In the previous section we identified that the key gaps in the current market are:
householder knowledge and priority
ease of finding trustworthy installers
Of course, the situation is much more complex than that, and we identified a range of detail for
each of these in the previous section.
4.1.1.1

Solution 1: online 'one stop shop'

We believe that an online 'one stop shop' service will address many of the gaps identified. Such a
service would include a library of information about local homes based on locally and nationally
available data, and this would be used to provide tailored advice to local residents about their
homes, specifically:
identification of suitable energy measures
estimated costs and savings
available funding

direct referral to local installers and grant schemes
identification of long term action plan
In the background of such a service would be information for local actors (such as municipalities)

to help them target their outreach. In addition, the service could be provided to and promoted
through local actors, such as partner installers (cross referral of measures) and estate agents.
This would aim to address trigger points.

In the UK no online 'one stop shop' service of this kind is provided, although we are aware that
some project partners operate these services in their countries.
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4.1.1.2

Solution 2: improved relationship with installers

RetrofitWorks currently provides a link with local installers and provides quality assurance. This
service is currently provided manually through a telephone advice line. To improve the customer
relationship with and accessibility to installers we propose to:

integrate installer information, such as customer feedback, with the online service
investigate access to low interest finance for measures
4.1.1.3

Gaps addressed by proposed solution

The following table provides a summary assessment of how identified nodes of market failure
addressed by proposed actions.

Node 1: householder knowledge and priority - KEY NODE

Addressed

householders are not aware of measures

Partly

householders not aware of available funding

Yes

householders not aware of likely savings

Yes

householders will have competing priorities (e.g. new car, extension)

Partly

measures not a high priority for householders

Partly

measures are not highlighted at trigger points (e.g. new house, alterations, inheritance)

Yes

momentum is not maintained when one measure is installed

Yes

there is very limited incentive for landlords or tenants to invest

No

measures are thought to be disruptive and inconvenient

No

energy performance not valued sufficiently (e.g. EPC rating)

Yes

Node 2: feasibility of installation

Addressed

measures are disruptive and inconvenient

No

measures cannot be installed (e.g. planning restrictions)

No

Node 3: ease of finding trustworthy installers - KEY NODE

Addressed

householders do not know what to ask for, do not know how much to budget

Yes

householders think it will be difficult to find capable installers

Yes

installers are not able to provide simple 'plug and play' service

Partly

householders not aware of available grant funding

Yes

low interest finance not available as for competing measures (e.g. cars, windows, etc.)

Yes

Node 4: assurance of outcome

Addressed

third party assurance/recommendation of installers

Yes
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quality assurance of the installation process

Yes

Node 5: cost of installation

Addressed

information about and alignment of available grants

Yes

availability of finance (energy measure installers do not typically offer finance)

Yes

Table 2: assessment of how identified nodes of market failure addressed by proposed actions

Actors mapping

4.2

To further complement this market analysis, we have reflected on the different actors who will be

involved in the project. This mapping is displayed in the 'ACTORS' tab of the associated
spreadsheet.
4.2.1

Context

The current market for retrofitting existing buildings in the UK is depressed given the complete
lack of consistent support from central government for several years.
There has been a sharp decline in the progress made by national energy efficiency schemes in
recent years. The following summary shows how various schemes have been launched:
●

Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT, ran from April 2008 to December 2012)

●

Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP, ran from August 2010 to December 2012)

●

Warm Front (the fuel poverty scheme in England, ran from 2000 to March 2013)

●

Energy Company Obligation

●

ECO1 ran from January 2013 to March 2015

●

ECO2 ran from April 2015 to March 2017

●

ECO2T runs from April 2017 to September 2018

●

Green Deal ran from January 2013 with additional incentives:

●

Cashback (ran during 2013 and 2014)

●
●

Communities (ran in 2013/14, allocating money to local authorities)
Home Improvement Fund (ran during 2014 and 2015)

The overall performance of energy installations in the UK as a result of these schemes can be
seen below:
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Number of households assisted since April 2010 and projected to 2020
(Association for the Conservation of Energy | briefing note, ‘Home energy efficiency 2010-2020’)

ECO measures installed, by obligation, by month, up to end March 2017
(UK Govt. Household Energy Efficiency National Statistics May 2017)

The dramatic fall between 2012/13 and 2013/14 was due to the switch from CERT and CESP to

Green Deal and ECO. The subsequent drop between 2014/15 and 2015/16 is in large part due to
the cuts to ECO targets announced in late 2013, taking hold.
The Green Deal was the first attempt to tackle the ‘able-to-pay’ energy efficiency market, a
scheme built around a finance package and a wide range of customer protection measures. It was
one inflexible structure that attempts to appeal to all, but ends up appealing to very few

customers. Many organisations on the client and delivery side heavily invested in it as a
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mechanism, and the lack of customer uptake as a result of high interest rates and perceived lack

of Government ‘push’ has left behind a number scars. There is an attempt to revive the Green
Deal with the Green Deal Finance Company under new ownership, but its prospectus shows that
envisaged interest rates will be 1.2% higher than the first attempt.

Given the current political climate it is expected that central support for further energy efficiency
schemes will not be forthcoming. The current policy gap will not be filled, so impetus for real
change rests locally.

A full review of the local supply chain is always needed when starting a new project. This would be
very focused and quick to carry out, with reviews for the wider supply chain carried out after full
implementation of the early scheme. This work would look into:

Adequacy of the local supply chain - This is a function of technical competency and the
numbers available to work and it is not clear at this time how much work is required to
ensure there is one.

Give them consistent work and they will invest – Each company needs to weigh up the
work projected, how likely they are to win it, at what price, and how much do they need to

do to access it. However, this is also tempered with significant initiative fatigue in
particular with the overtures made about the Green Deal and how it failed.

How much resource-building is required - Numbers of local resources need to be
mapped at a very early stage on the programme development. This will need close

collaboration with local colleges to put in place an engine that supplies trades of the
quality needed at the time required.

The new Apprenticeship Levy can be used to support the funding of training development
and delivery

The work needed to reach clarity on all of the above has been factored into the costs of the
programme as set out in Section 7, and the facilitation needed from local authorities identified in
Section 9.
4.2.2

A Key Delivery model

Due to the multi-faceted nature of the benefits arising from a retrofit scheme, and the need to

connect into the community to realise them all, a cooperative model could work well as a trusted
organisation that all stakeholders own. A multi-stakeholder cooperative with members including

small to medium enterprises, community based organisations, councils and other organisations
will bring both the supply and demand side of the retrofit market together.
One could equally argue that a not-for-profit model of any kind could create the conditions and a
Community Interest Company (CIC) model in particular can even lock assets into the community.
However, the exploration of a model that is fully inclusive and 100% transparent, with ownership
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available to all delivery participants, would seem to be a strong starting point for bringing parties
together and for building trust. CICs and other such models do not have these qualities.

This report uses the example of the RetrofitWorks cooperative model as something that could be

replicated or used as the fulcrum around which all activity is driven. The key characteristics are set
out here on the presumption that any model could be used, but the RetrofitWorks model has at

least been used in London and has case studies to draw on. RetrofitWorks is an example of an

existing cooperative, developed with and supported by leading national Trade Associations,
Professional Institutions and Local Authorities as a reliable delivery model for good quality
building retrofit – both low carbon and general improvement works - using local resources.

RetrofitWorks is run for and by each local community, building on existing local supply chains and
services, and ensuring more economic and social value – wealth, jobs, skills – is retained in the
local area. It has achieved this with two groups of members that drive and deliver renovation:
Practitioners:
Advocates:

Those seeking work be they trades or professions.
Organisations representing the interests of groups of householders or tenants.

They understand needs and want to develop the market for retrofit to help them.
It is this unique joint ownership that enables a ‘ground-up’ collaboration to be built. The
components are set out in the diagram below.
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Central membership components and relationships to customers and buildings

A co-operative also has the ability to act as a conduit through which money can be raised and
distributed:
Profit arising from its work can be distributed to its members so that everyone shares in
success.

It can buy products and services in bulk on behalf of its members to reduce the cost of
implementation.

It could apply for a Consumer Credit Licence and provide finance and financial advice on
behalf of its members to customers.

It is able to lower transaction costs both for homeowners and the workforce by:

reducing barriers to market entry that are often experienced by smaller organisations.

creating slick commercial models and online tendering tools to allow members to be
contractually engaged with customers more efficiently than under regular bid processes.
reduces perceived risk of involvement and thus reduces prices offered by members.

Key stages to scheme design using RetrofitWorks

RetrofitWorks is able to operate by charging a percentage fee mark-up on the cost of the works
being carried out by its members. This mark-up is agreed by all members during scheme design,
and is used to fund the resources needed to launch and run the scheme.
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Whilst the percentage fee may seem to be raising the prices for homeowners, the reality is that:
Value for money for customers is assured as each job has a mini tender managed through
an online portal.

Members cost can also be reduced as the cooperative can buy in bulk on their behalf.

As work volumes grow, and competition for work increases amongst practitioner
members, this percentage uplift is absorbed into the member prices.
A typical commercial arrangement is set out below, showing how fees can be distributed on to
Advocate Members for the efforts they applying finding and managing customers if appropriate. It
also shows how each job can be set up to allow third parties complete access to view or even
approve works prior to final sign-off.

An example of how a commercial arrangement might work for SLDR
This fee is used as the mechanism to create a self-sustaining delivery model. As RetrofitWorks is

a not-for-private-profit organisation, this fee is used to maximum effect, not maximised then
squirrelled-away. It can be used to repay start-up loans that themselves can pay for the
development of the key mechanisms that underpin a long term scheme and the marketing of the
launch.
This approach requires a balance between the projected customer numbers, the cost of the startup and development, and how much money could be raised upfront. This report sets out the
options that achieve that balance whilst aiming to meet the level of ambition each council has set
out.
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The RetrofitWorks online tendering portal creating a range of estimates from one pricing survey

Beyond this, RetrofitWorks members offer one further compelling reason for collective buy-in;
Section 5.2 sets out the capacity for a strong local presence that can spread awareness of the
offers directly to the people that they have been designed to attract.
4.2.2.1

Quality assurance

In addition to the empowering commercial model, innovative tools have been developed to
provide customers with confidence in the quality of the outcome.

Each job, no matter how small, is built into the online portal processes to give customers and
potential funders peace of mind and an audit trail. Smart phone apps are linked to our online
portal for end-to-end visibility on works.
4.2.2.2

RetrofitWorks’ track record

RetrofitWorks has delivered a wide range of work across London already:
●

£1.8m in energy efficiency work for private householders under the Smart Homes scheme
for Haringey, Camden, Islington, Enfield, Waltham Forest and Hackney Councils.

●

59 home renovations for the Enfield Council and National Energy Action (NEA) Warm and
Healthy Home project, completed March 2017.
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●

Private rented sector trial for the Greater London Authority to properties across
Hounslow.

●

Three year term with Viridian Housing on their Home Energy Improvement Contract.

●

Sutton Housing Partnership to carry out loft insulation and other work.

●

Three community energy co-ops in London have just joined to deliver works focused on
fuel poor households.

The value in this approach is demonstrated by taking a closer look at the Smart Homes scheme.

RetrofitWorks fielded a large number of allocated customers that expressed interest in the
scheme offer. The cost effectiveness of a scheme is dependent on an ability to convert a high

proportion of initial leads into converted customers. Any lost customer on the journey is a wasted
cost in resource time. The analysis below demonstrates the value in the joined up approach to

customer engagement; a very high proportion of lost customers came from generic postal
marketing, whereas most converted leads were existing contacts of cooperative members or
passed on when other contractors failed to deliver.
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4.2.3 Interpretation of the actors mapping
The range of organisations named in the Actors assessment are repeated below. we have not
attempted to list out competitors or competing models, mainly because these are very limited
and unlikely to be active in this distressed market.
Energy Saving Trust
VRM Technology
A. Private sector companies (business partners,
financiers, competitors, etc.)

Green Deal Finance Company
D-Risk Limited
RetrofitWorks
Thinking Works
SHINE

B. Experts

Parity Projects
Sutton Council

C. Public sector (administrators, politicians)

Greater London Authority
Other Councils

D.

Associations

and

NGOs

(e.g.,

resident’s

associations, environmental organisations, …)

Citizens Advice Bureau
Age UK

All of these organisations are specialists in their field which underlines the multi-faceted nature of
a holistic retrofit programme. There is no one solution that will make the market happen and a

range of organisations need to be involved in making the market operate. RetrofitWorks too
needs to be able to communicate with all of its members to develop schemes for those that wish
to be party to them.
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4.3

Services mapping

We have analysed the situation of the existing service(s) in the target locality in terms of energy
efficiency using the matrix displayed in the 'SERVICES MAP' of the associated spreadsheet. The

table also highlights the missing elements in terms of services, and serves as a basis for D2.2
"local development plan".
4.3.1

Interpretation of the services mapping

All areas of the retrofit sector need some development as set out in the matrix. However, the key

area is that of financial products from which householders can choose more options. This will
unlock the potential of all of the other areas of service, as the organisations placed in this sectors
will decided to invest in themselves and make improvements.
4.3.2

An Underpinning Programme Infrastructure

A strong ‘background infrastructure’ is essential to any effective energy efficiency programme but

is often hardest to justify due to cost. In essence this is building-in real intelligence. However, the
implementation cuts across many existing operations making this potentially hard to achieve, but

once in place will endure and create many efficiency benefits. The work being carried out by Parity
Projects is therefore essential, and the table below sets this out.
Category

Description

Detail

Data and

Infrastructure to collect

RetrofitWorks already has this infrastructure

Infrastructure

from all possible household

council departments is required and other

Digital

missing and in-progress data
interventions.

Create whole house plan per
house using collected data

in place. Collaborative agreement across many
related external agencies, e.g. London Fire
Brigade to use it and input to it.

This can be done in advance of meeting a

client, can be sent as a detailed mail-merge for
marketing the scheme, can be augmented
once more detailed data is collected.

Hold ideal house recipe for

Significantly reduces the cost of all renovation

(‘House Energy Passport’)

time by avoiding re-work.

Accepts live monitoring data

For QA and to support Energy Performance

from homes

Contracting when it comes online

Digital infrastructure to

To be borne in mind so that we don’t have to

interface with Smart Energy

redesign software later.

service providers to access

grids
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of all the above information (the target audience, the barriers, the motivations,
the actors involved), we have concluded that the main gap is a advice service and front end

which will enable us to engage householders, suggest energy measures, and refer to our
existing local installation services. This would enable us to offer a 'one stop shop' service.

We believe that an online 'one stop shop' service will address many of the gaps identified by our
analysis. The a service would include a library of information about local homes based on locally

and nationally available data, and this would be used to provide tailored advice to local residents
about their homes.
In the background of such a service would be information for local actors (such as municipalities)

to help them target their outreach. In addition, the service could be provided to and promoted
through local actors, such as partner installers (cross referral of measures) and estate agents.
This would aim to address trigger points.

The success factors for the service include that it should:
●

dynamically identify suitable energy measures, including estimated costs and savings and
available funding

●

provide direct referral to our existing network of local installers and grant schemes

●

integrate installer information, such as customer feedback, with the online service

●

integrate with services of local actors such as municipalities

In addition we wish to investigate:
●
●

access to low interest finance for measures

a 'back end service' to assist identification of long term action plan for local actors

In the UK no online 'one stop shop' service of this kind is provided, although we are aware that
some project partners operate these services in their countries.
Potential failure factors include:
●

technical development issues (limited time and budget)

●

poor stakeholder engagement

●

external factors (such as unexpected competition)
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5 CHECK YOUR ACTION
SWOT analysis

5.1

A full SWOT analysis has been conducted. This is presented in the 'SWOT' tab of the attached
spreadsheet and summarised below.
5.1.1
5.1.1.1

Strong points
Strengths

●

Existing strong networks of installers

●

Existing technical ability and framework to build on

●

Good relationships with municipality partners

●

Online platform appropriate for emerging consumer communication preferences

●

Online service inexpensive to run compared with conventional telephone services

●

Well suited to busy 'fuel rich' Londoners

●

Ability of service to map housing may allow more vulnerable households to be identified

●

Will provide a unique mapping service for energy data in UK

●

Will support organisations under financial restraint by amplifying their ability to act

5.1.1.2
●
●

Opportunities
Possible collaboration with various including EST, GLA

Scope for integration with existing programmes (e.g. grant schemes, analysis for social
landlords)

●

Recent availability of data, notably bulk EPC dataset, and PAF

●

Good potential link with other partners, e.g. water efficiency, fire brigade

5.1.2

Weak points

5.1.2.1 Weaknesses
●

Limited time and budget within project

●

Set timescale of INNOVATE project - we want to be starting development ASAP, and
minimising time spent on paperwork

●

Complexity of data handling linked to upcoming data protection regulations

●

Complexity of integrating with third party referral schemes

●

Poor quality of available data

●

Large amount of processing required on current data

●

Online service possibly not well suited to addressing vulnerable residents
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5.1.2.2

Threats

●

Municipality partners face budget and other constraints in current climate

●

Possible competition from various including EST, GLA

●
5.1.3

Poor access to data

SWOT conclusions

The proposed service appears to be timely and have various strong points. It is unlikely to address
all sectors of the market equally, but will.

There are a number of weaknesses and threats from potential competitors and poor resourcing of
municipalities: these seem likely to be well addressed by building relationships and seeking to
collaborate with stakeholders.
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